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Dear esteemed parents,
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to disrupt schools in Malaysia with recurring
news of school closing and reopening since January 2021. However, we are pleased
that Axcel International School has transitioned seamlessly into the new normal
with school curriculum and activities being carried out as scheduled either
through physical, online or hybrid classes.
This year, we were able to resume many programmes albeit with modification
under the Standard Operating Procedures (“SOP”) as provided by Ministry of
Education (“MOE”) and Ministry of Health. Our team in Axcel has worked
relentlessly to ensure education goes well beyond academics for all Axcel’s
students, in both physical and online classes. We are blessed that there are no
COVID-19 positive cases among our 400-plus students or staff during the
physical school period.
Virtual Inspark Week

We kicked off the school’s 2021 academic calendar on 6 January with our
signature orientation programme - Inspark Week for our new students. Due to
concerns on maintaining physical distancing, the Inspark Week was carried out
virtually. Various programmes including ice-breaking games, performances and
introduction of Axcel Programmes were carried out to allow students a successful
transition into a new learning culture and environment. New students were trained
for the online classes’ platform even prior to the start of the school.
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Resume School with Hybrid Class Option

School resumed physically on 11 January 2021, adhering to the relevant SOPs.
Given the COVID-19 cases were still prevalent, we upgraded the school’s Wi-Fi
network to ensure every classroom could provide hybrid class; whereby students
who are unwell or chose to study from home could attend the classes that are
being taught in the school. Some adjustments were made, such as staggered
dismissal and packed lunch orders, to ensure SOP compliance. However, the
announcement of MCO beginning 13 January required the school to switch to
online classes for all students.

Virtual PE Lesson and Exercises

To ensure that Axcel students continue to keep up with their exercise routine and
remain active throughout the period that they were confined to their homes, our
weekly virtual PE lessons incorporated fun workouts and physical exercises suitable
for all ages, at the same time relieving the pressure and stress of prolonged time
spent on remote classes and homework.
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While
the
coronavirus
outbreak
continues
to
present significant
challenges to extracurricular activities, with innovative thinking and detailed
planning from teachers, the planned activities for our exclusive Axcel curriculum
was on carried out according to plan.
Online Axcel Programme and School Resources
We continue to carry out our Axcel Programme twice a week during online classes.
There are various activities arranged. These included the slots for Inspiring Guru,
Financial Intelligence, Next Futurist and Character First. We have also introduced
an online version of our student journal as well as bookkeeping journal for the
students. Online student merit and demerit marks tracking sheets were created to
manage student conduct and most importantly foster positive behaviour among
Axcel students.
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Student Clubs & Green Team
We added more student clubs to cater for the growing student population. New and
exciting clubs introduced included surviving skill, dance, music and board games.
Despite having online classes, our club advisors came out with various interesting
activities which also enabled the club members to learn new skills.
We have set up The Green Team to promote cleanliness and safety in the school.
Efforts by The Green Team student leaders include reinforcing significance of SOP
compliance to prevent the occurrence of COVID-19 cases, sowing awareness on the
importance of recycling and working on the overall school cleanliness campaign.

Virtual CNY Theme Day
Our annual Chinese New Year (CNY) Theme Day was celebrated online. Various
activities which included digital station games, videos featuring English CNY songs
and CNY wishes, CNY artwork were all successfully featured by our students who
worked in groups for a few weeks in the run-up to this event. Though the celebration
was carried out remotely, the air of festivity was not lacking. Students and teachers
alike, enjoyed the virtual auspicious event.
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Virtual Awards Day
Recognition and appreciation are powerful motivators leading to better performance
and cultivating a positive culture in the school. As such, we had our first Virtual
Awards Day, aimed at showcasing various achievements and contribution of
students, from academic to character; and from external competitions to our inhouse Axcel Programmes. Both the opening and closing ceremonies featured
motivational speeches from the school’s principals. This was followed by announcing
the winners from various categories as well as IGCSE 2020 top achievers.
Congratulations to all students on their achievements.

IGCSE 2020 Top Scorers
It is with great pleasure and pride to announce that our IGCSE students for year
2020 has done well. Notable top scorers included those who achieved 10A*, 8A* &
1A, 9A*/A and 8A*/A. They motivated other students during the Virtual Awards
Day to do well in their studies as well as to actively participate in all school activities.
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Congratulations to all our Year 11 students (2020), their parents and teachers for
their noteworthy achievements.

Mentor Sharing Program 1
We were honoured to have a very distinguished guest, Mr Samuel Kim, Founding
President, Center for Asia Leadership, Boston, USA to give guidance to our senior
students on “Writing a Purpose Statement.” Mr Kim, a Korean national, who
graduated from Harvard University with Master in Public Administration (MPA)
shared his experience including his efforts in getting into Harvard University as
well as his stint in United Nations and UNESCO. Excerpts of his session could be
found in our Youtube channel link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDEuHzputUU
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Mentor Sharing Program 2
We were thrilled to have another top-level distinguished mentor, Mr Dang Tai Luk,
Founder and Group CEO of Mynews Holdings Berhad which owns and operates
myNEWS chain of convenience stores. Mr. Dang is the winner of the prestigious and
top award for EY Entrepreneur of the Year 2019 and represented Malaysia in the
EY World Entrepreneur of the Year 2020. Mr. Dang shared on the challenges and
learnings from his entrepreneurial journey.

Resume Physical School
We resumed school physically on 8 March following the announcement from MOE.
Having considered the concerns of parents, we continued to offer hybrid classes
and put up precautionary measures as well as our SOPs to ensure safety and health
of every student and teacher in the school. The Management has decided to
implement a One Positive Case trigger policy, whereby the school will switch to
online classes should there be just one confirmed COVID-19 positive among our
students or staff. Thankfully, there was no necessity for this policy to be triggered
during that period. However we decided to switch to online classes from 26 April
due to the rapid rise in positive cases, even before MOE decided to close schools
from 6 May onwards.
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April Test in School
It was great that we were able to conduct exams physically in school, after all tests
in 2020 were done via online. The test is a progress checkpoint for the students,
which was also good practice for them to get used to the physical exam environment
consistent with Cambridge’s IGCSE exam.

Presentation Skill Workshops

The series of workshops were recommenced as part of our adaptation to the new
normal. Presentation skill workshops were conducted for Year 7 to Year 9 in
batches. The workshops were aimed at building students’ confidence in the art of
presentation. Skills taught ranged from learning how to prepare a speech to
delivering it before an audience. Besides that, students also learnt techniques to
make an impact and standout during competitions.
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Financial Intelligence Workshop
The Year 10 and Year 11 students had their Financial Intelligence workshops, titled
“Lessons from Major Failures”. Students learned from various case studies such as
Nokia, Enron, Kodak, Blackberry, Blockbuster and Elizabeth Holmes. Students not
only learned the importance of financial intelligence but also character and
integrity are essentials for long term success.

Industry Sharing and Virtual Field Trip
Axcel students had their first Industry Sharing Session & Virtual Field Trip
conducted by Asia Pacific University of Technology and Innovation (APU). We are
pleased to have Mr. Jacob Sow, Programme Leader, School of Computing to share
about Industrial Revolution 4.0 (“IR 4.0”). New waves of technological disruptions
and the emergence of advanced technologies have resulted in the IR 4.0, where
Robotics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning, Virtual Reality (VR), Cloud
Computing, Data Science are going to transform the way businesses operate.
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We believe that we shall move forward by adapting to the new normal and continue
to improve our offering to ensure continuous learning for our students. There is no
doubt that activities and lessons done physically in school would be more exciting
involving interaction with classmates and teachers. However, we need to prioritize
safety above all else while at the same time ensuring that education for each
student does not lag behind.
I would like to personally thank all teachers and staff in Axcel for their dedication
and resourcefulness during this new normal, given more are expected of them to
juggle between the online, physical and hybrid classes. The challenge in conducting
online classes or hybrid classes is much greater with homework marking, ensuring
students’ participation with lesson plans and syllabus are appropriately covered
among others.
We appreciate parents’ continued support and understanding in operating the school
during this unprecedented time albeit within the constraints to provide a safe and
conducive learning environment for all students. Let us remain united in working
closely among parents, students and the teachers to ensure optimal learning during
this challenging period. Stay safe and healthy to all.
Thank you very much for choosing Axcel International School – A.S.K Beyond
Academic Excellence
Heartfelt Regards,
Wynce Low, Chief Education Officer

Address: 8-G, Komersial Casa Tropika, Jalan Bunga Raya, 47100 Puchong,
Selangor (Click here for Google Navigation)
Tel : +6019-358 8795 / +6016-221 8795 / 03-8051 4776
Email : info@axcel.edu.my
http://www.axcel.edu.my
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Some of students’ activities (when students were allowed to be back in
school March - April 2021.)

Character First – Sincerity

Study Skills

Financial Intelligence

English Week

Inspiring Guru

Genius Hour

DEAR (Drop Everything and Read)

Next Futurist
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